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mother’s dizzying heights and devastating lows, and a daughter who
must hold her memory close in order to surrender, and finally move on.
Incest and the Medieval Imagination - Elizabeth Archibald 2001-05-24
Incest is a remarkably frequent theme in medieval literature; it occurs in
a wide range of genres, including romances, saints's lives, and exempla.
Historically, the Church in the later Middle Ages was very concerned
about breaches of the complex laws against incest, which was defined
very broadly at the time to cover family relationships outside the nuclear
family and also spiritual relationships through baptism. Medieval writers
accepted that incestuous desire was a widespread phenomenon among
women as well as men. They are surprisingly open about incest, though
of course they disapprove of it; in many exemplary stories incest is
identified with original sin, but the moral emphasizes the importance of
contrition and the availability of grace even to such heinous sinners. This
study begins with a brief account of the development of medieval incest
laws, and the extent to which they were obeyed. Next comes a survey of
classical incest stories and their legacy; many were retold in the Middle
Ages, but they were frequently adapted to the purposes of Christian
moralizers. In the three chapters that follow, homegrown medieval incest
stories are grouped by relationship: mother-son (focusing on the
Gregorius legend), father-daughter (focusing on La Manekine and its
analogues), and sibling (focusing on the Arthurian legend). The final
chapter considers the very common medieval trope of the Virgin Mary as
mother, daughter, sister and bride of Christ, the one exception to the
incest taboo. In western society today, incest has recently been
recognized as a serious social problem, and has also become a frequent
theme in both fiction and non-fiction, just as it was in the Middle Ages.
This interdisciplinary study is the first broad survey of medieval incest
stories in Latin and the vernaculars (mainly French, English and
German). It situates the incest theme in both literary and cultural
contexts, and offers many thought-provoking comparisons and contrasts
to our own society in terms of gender relations, the power of patriarchy,
the role of religious institutions in regulating morality, and the
relationship between life and literature.
Women, Seduction, and Betrayal in Biblical Narrative - Alice Bach
1997-08-28
This accessible, readable book looks at the cultural study of the Bible,
challenging the traditional mode of reading the women in the Bible. Alice
Bach applies literary theory, cultural representations of biblical figures,
films, and paintings to a close reading of a group of biblical texts
revolving around the 'wicked' literary figures in the Bible. She compares
the biblical character of the wife of Potiphar with the Second Temple
Period narratives and rabbinic midrashim that expand her story. She
then reads Bathsheba against a Yiddish novel by David Pinski, and finally
looks at the Biblical Salome against a very different Salome created by
Oscar Wilde, and the selection of Salomes created by Hollywood. Bach
argues that biblical characters have a life in the mind of the reader
independent of the stories in which they were created, thus making the
reader the site at which the texts and the cultures that produced them
come together.
The Art and Science of Trauma and the Autobiographical - Meg
Jensen 2019-01-04
This book examines posttraumatic autobiographical projects, elucidating
the complex relationship between the ‘science of trauma’ (and how that
idea is understood across various scientific disciplines), and the
rhetorical strategies of fragmentation, dissociation, reticence and
repetitive troping widely used the representation of traumatic
experience. From autobiographical fictions to prison poems, from
witness testimony to autography, and from testimonio to war memorials,
otherwise dissimilar projects speak of past suffering through a limited
and even predictable discourse in search of healing. Drawing on

Interactive Storytelling - Anne-Gwenn Bosser 2020-10-26
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 13th International
Conference on Interactive Digital Storytelling, ICIDS 2020, held in
Bournemouth, UK, in November 2020. The 15 full papers and 8 short
papers presented together with 5 posters, were carefully reviewed and
selected from 70 submissions. The conference offers topics in game
narrative and interactive storytelling, including the theoretical,
technological, and applied design practices, narrative systems,
storytelling technology, and humanities-inspired theoretical inquiry,
empirical research and artistic expression.
Women and Children of the Mills - Judith A. Ranta 1999
An annotated bibliography of literature, which focuses on issues about
women and children and includes 450 texts published from 1787 to 1900
by and about American textile factory workers.
Seduced Exploited X'ed - Bisop James C. Bailey PhD 2006-04-13
Book Title: Seduced Exploited Xed discusses live-in relationships, peer
pressure, love and the lack thereof. It goes into the home, the work
place, school and society to make an impact on the various age groups,
socialites and students. It tells the story of how a child holds together an
ideal with faith applying it in areas and amounts to resolve a combination
of painful situations that sandwiched her in the middle. The center of
attraction in this parabolic lesson is also the model of success in the
midst of failure, and one who builds platforms out of her negative
experiences in order to add height to her vision of a morally ordered and
strategically planned, love laced future: Mollie refused to settle for less.
As one of the main characters, she was able to teach her separated
parents some basic moral and spiritual principles by subliminally
subjecting them to her own strategically placed, wise responses to her
friends and by displaying uncanny adult behaviors while addressing
concerns with her parent figures, and other adults. Our scene is nestled
in the growing, and prosperous city of Kalamazoo, in the state of
Michigan. A portion of the scene takes place in the tailor made,
Kalamazoo Jr. High School, which was specifically designed for this
lesson. Nowhere is there a city, or Jr. High school exempt from, these or
similar, behaviors as visited in this parabolic lesson. Every citys school
has these types of peer pressures, parent debaucheries, sibling concerns
and such like. Every city has someone who meticulously set, or is setting
his or her sights on their unwitting conquests, tactically pursuing; intent
upon meeting their own vile and insensitive objective, leaving behind, a
victim who would ascertain in the aftermath that they had been used,
abused and discarded, or simply Seduced Exploited and Xed.
The Book of Mother - Violaine Huisman 2021-10-19
A New York Times Notable Book A Library Journal Best Book of 2021 A
“marvelous…superbly effective” (The New Yorker) debut novel about a
young woman coming of age with a dazzling yet damaged mother who
lived and loved in extremes. Met by rave reviews in The New Yorker, The
New York Times, and more, this stunning translation of Violaine
Huisman’s “witty, immersive autofiction showcases a Parisian childhood
with a charismatic, depressed parent” (Oprah Daily). Beautiful and
magnetic, Catherine, a.k.a. “Maman,” smokes too much, drives too fast,
laughs too hard, and loves too extravagantly, and her daughter Violaine
wouldn’t have it any other way. But when Maman is hospitalized after a
third divorce and a breakdown, everything changes. Even as Violaine and
her sister long for their mother’s return, once she’s back Maman’s
violent mood swings and flagrant disregard for personal boundaries soon
turn their home into an emotional landmine. As the story of Catherine’s
own traumatic childhood and adolescence unfolds, the pieces come
together to form an indelible portrait of a mother as irresistible as she is
impossible, as triumphant as she is transgressive. With spectacular
ferocity of language, a streak of dark humor, and stunning emotional
bravery, The Book of Mother is an exquisitely wrought story of a
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approaches from literary, human rights and cultural studies that
highlight relations between trauma, language, meaning and self-hood,
and the latest research on the science of trauma from the fields of
clinical, behavioral and evolutionary psychology and neuroscience, I read
such autobiographical projects not as ‘symptoms’ but as complex
interrogative negotiations of trauma and its aftermath: commemorative
and performative narratives navigating aesthetic, biological, cultural,
linguistic and emotional pressure and inspiration.
Arthur Machen.Complete Works (Novels, Poems, Horror Short
Stories And Others). Illustrated - Arthur Machen 2022-03-31
Arthur Machen is best known for his influential supernatural, fantasy,
and horror fiction. His novella The Great God Pan (1890; 1894) has
garnered a reputation as a classic of horror, with Stephen King
describing it as "Maybe the best [horror story] in the English language."
Machen was a great enthusiast for literature that expressed the "rapture,
beauty, adoration, wonder, awe, mystery, sense of the unknown, desire
for the unknown" that he summed up in the word ecstasy. The Novels
THE HILL OF DREAMS THE TERROR THE SECRET GLORY EPILOGUE
THE GREEN ROUND The Shorter Fiction THE CHRONICLE OF
CLEMENDY: OR THE HISTORY OF THE IX JOYOUS JOURNEYS.
CARBONNEK INTRODUCTION EPISTLE DEDICATORY MASTER
PERROT’S DISCOURSE OF ALE THE PORTREEVE’S GAUDY-DAY
STRANGE STORY OF A RED JAR THE SPIGOT CLERK’S FIRST TALE
HOW THE FOLK OF ABERGAVENNY WERE PESTERED BY AN
ACCURSED KNIGHT THE LORD MALTWORM’S FIRST TALE HOW A
MAN OF CAERLEON FOUND A GREAT TREASURE THE RUBRICAN’S
FIRST TALE THE TANKARD MARSHALL’S FIRST TALE THE QUEST OF
CONSTANCY BY THE WAY THE SPIGOT CLERK’S SECOND TALE. THE
PORTREEVE’S SOLEMNITY THE TALE TOLD BY THE SEIGNEUR OF LA
ROCHE NEMOURS THE JOURNEY HOMEWARD SIGNOR PIERO
LATINI’S TALE THE LORD MALTWORM’S SECOND TALE THE
RUBRICAN’S SECOND TALE EPILOGUE THE GREAT GOD PAN, AND
THE INMOST LIGHT The Great God Pan The Inmost Light THE THREE
IMPOSTORS: OR THE TRANSMUTATIONS THREE IMPOSTORS
PROLOGUE. ADVENTURE OF THE GOLD TIBERIUS. THE ENCOUNTER
OF THE PAVEMENT. NOVEL OF THE DARK VALLEY. ADVENTURE OF
THE MISSING BROTHER. NOVEL OF THE BLACK SEAL. INCIDENT OF
THE PRIVATE BAR. THE DECORATIVE IMAGINATION. NOVEL OF THE
IRON MAID. THE RECLUSE OF BAYSWATER. NOVEL OF THE WHITE
POWDER. STRANGE OCCURRENCE IN CLERKENWELL. HISTORY OF
THE YOUNG MAN WITH SPECTACLES ADVENTURE OF THE
DESERTED RESIDENCE. THE HOUSE OF SOULS Introduction A
Fragment of Life The White People The Red Hand THE ANGELS OF
MONS Introduction The Bowmen The Soldiers’ Rest The Monstrance The
Dazzling Light The Bowmen And Other Noble Ghosts Postscript THE
GREAT RETURN THE SHINING PYRAMID, 1923 The Priest and the
Barber The Spagyric Quest of Beroaldus Cosmopolita A Wonderful
Woman The Lost Club Nature, or, The Splendid Holiday Drake’s Drum
THE SHINING PYRAMID, 1924 The Arrow-Head Character The Eyes on
the Wall The Search for the Bowl The Secret of the Pyramid The Little
People THE GLORIOUS MYSTERY The Rose Garden Psychology, or,
Fragments of Paper The Holy Things A New Christmas Carol THE COSY
ROOM AND OTHER STORIES The Cosy Room A Double Return
Munitions of War The Gift of Tongues The Islington Mystery Awaking
Opening the Door The Compliments of the Season THE CHILDREN OF
THE POOL, AND OTHER STORIES Children of the Pool Out of the Earth
Change The Exalted Omega The Tree of Life Out of the Picture The
Bright Boy UNCOLLECTED TALES Candletime Cidermas The Town of
Long Ago Over the Gate Of the Isle of Shadows, and of the Strange
Customs of the Men That Dwell There A Further Account of The
Academy of Lagado Tales from Barataria Sir John’s Chef Rus in Urbe By
the Brook The Autophone The Marriage of Panurge The Brook Farm A
Remarkable Coincidence An Underground Adventure The Young Man in
the Blue Suit The War Song of the Welsh The Light That Can Never Be
Put Out Jocelyn’s Escape The Story of Sergt Richard Haughton and What
Happened To Him on the Somme The Calvary of Azay 7b Coney Court
Ritual Johnny Double N The Happy Children The Dover Road The Poems
ELEUSINIA THE ASSEMBLING. THE SEA-SHORE THE FAST THE
PROCESSION THE DAY OF TORCHES IACCHUS THE INITIATION THE
REMEMBRANCE OF THE BARD THE PRAISE OF MYFANWY The NonFiction THE MEMOIRS OF JACQUES CASANOVA DE SEINGALT,
1725-1798 THE ANATOMY OF TOBACCO HIEROGLYPHICS DR
STIGGINS: HIS VIEWS AND PRINCIPLES MISCELLANEOUS ESSAYS
THE SECRET OF THE SANGRAAL THE STROLLER WHEN I WAS
YOUNG IN LONDON THE GLITTER OF THE BROOK LONDON THIRTY
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YEARS AGO THE JOY OF LONDON RE-DISCOVERY OF LONDON DR
JOHNSON’S DISAPPEARING ACT TOM O’BEDLAM AND HIS SONG THE
ONLY WAY THE GRAY’S INN COFFEE HOUSE A NOTE ON POETRY
The Importance of Feeling English - Leonard Tennenhouse 2016-07-26
American literature is typically seen as something that inspired its own
conception and that sprang into being as a cultural offshoot of America's
desire for national identity. But what of the vast precedent established by
English literature, which was a major American import between 1750
and 1850? In The Importance of Feeling English, Leonard Tennenhouse
revisits the landscape of early American literature and radically revises
its features. Using the concept of transatlantic circulation, he shows how
some of the first American authors--from poets such as Timothy Dwight
and Philip Freneau to novelists like William Hill Brown and Charles
Brockden Brown--applied their newfound perspective to pre-existing
British literary models. These American "re-writings" would in turn
inspire native British authors such as Jane Austen and Horace Walpole to
reconsider their own ideas of subject, household, and nation. The
enduring nature of these literary exchanges dramatically recasts early
American literature as a literature of diaspora, Tennenhouse argues--and
what made the settlers' writings distinctly and indelibly American was
precisely their insistence on reproducing Englishness, on making English
identity portable and adaptable. Written in an incisive and illuminating
style, The Importance of Feeling English reveals the complex roots of
American literature, and shows how its transatlantic movement aided
and abetted the modernization of Anglophone culture at large.
Mother-Texts - Julie Kelso 2010-07-12
Every day, human beings tell and are told stories, sometimes in obvious
ways, sometimes not. Most of our communication with each other, direct
or indirect, involves narrative production and reception. Narrative is
constitutive of human being. However, whose narratives are heard?
Feminists argue that the relations between language, knowledge, gender
and power, particularly the question as to whether man-made and
controlled language is a material fit to receive and convey woman’s
stories, are critical issues, because historically, patriarchy has worked to
silence women’s dialogue. Male knowledge, unsurprisingly, created and
continues to create unrepresentative maternal narratives which lead to
unreal expectations of mothers and motherwork. It is, therefore,
disconcertingly significant for mothers that neither mothers nor their
motherwork have been considered worthy of historical record; nor are
historical records usually written from a mother’s perspective. Hence,
the narrative research in this book, which gives recognition to
motherhood, mothers and/or the work they do, is valuable. It adds to the
rapidly accumulating maternal research—research that is now available
for the historical record. Mothers are speaking up, developing a canon of
literature/research narrated in maternal language and claiming maternal
knowledge and power.
The Uses of Enchantment - Bruno Bettelheim 2010-05-11
Winner of the National Book Award and National Book Critics Circle
Award "A charming book about enchantment, a profound book about
fairy tales."—John Updike, The New York Times Book Review Bruno
Bettelheim was one of the great child psychologists of the twentieth
century and perhaps none of his books has been more influential than
this revelatory study of fairy tales and their universal importance in
understanding childhood development. Analyzing a wide range of
traditional stories, from the tales of Sindbad to “The Three Little Pigs,”
“Hansel and Gretel,” and “The Sleeping Beauty,” Bettelheim shows how
the fantastical, sometimes cruel, but always deeply significant narrative
strands of the classic fairy tales can aid in our greatest human task, that
of finding meaning for one’s life.
There Once Lived a Girl Who Seduced Her Sister's Husband, and
He Hanged Himself - Ludmilla Petrushevskaya 2013-01-29
Love stories, with a twist, by Russia’s preeminent contemporary fiction
writer—the author of the prizewinning memoir about growing up in
Stalinist Russia, The Girl from the Metropol Hotel By turns sly and sweet,
burlesque and heartbreaking, these realist fables of women looking for
love are the stories that Ludmilla Petrushevskaya—who has been
compared to Chekhov, Tolstoy, Beckett, Poe, Angela Carter, and even
Stephen King—is best known for in Russia. Here are attempts at human
connection, both depraved and sublime, by people across the life span:
one-night stands in communal apartments, poignantly awkward
couplings, office trysts, schoolgirl crushes, elopements, tentative
courtships, and rampant infidelity, shot through with lurid violence,
romantic illusion, and surprising tenderness. With the satirical eye of
Cindy Sherman, Petrushevskaya blends macabre spectacle with
transformative moments of grace and shows just why she is Russia’s
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preeminent contemporary fiction writer.
J.M. Coetzee and the Novel - Patrick Hayes 2010-08-12
This book argues that the significance of Coetzee's complex and finelynuanced fiction lies in the acuity with which it both explores and
develops the tradition of the novel - ranging from Cervantes, Defoe, and
Richardson, to Dostoevsky, Kafka, and Beckett - as part of a sustained
attempt to rethink the relationship between writing and politics.
A Woman’s View - Jeanine Basinger 1995-06-23
"In this highly readable and entertaining book, Jeanine Basinger shows
how the "woman's film" of the 30s, 40s, and 50s sent a potent mixed
message to millions of female moviegoers. At the same time that such
films exhorted women to stick to their "proper" realm of men, marriage,
and motherhood, they portrayed -- usually with relish -- strong women
playing out liberating fantasies of power, romance, sexuality, luxury,
even wickedness...Basinger examines dozens of films -- whether
melodrama, screwball comedy, musical, film noir, western, or biopic to
make a persuasive case that the woman's film was a rich, complicated,
and subversive genre that recognized and addressed, if covertly, the
problems of women." Amazon.com viewed 7/31/2020.
Morning, Noon, and Night - Arnold Weinstein 2011-02-15
From Homer and Shakespeare to Toni Morrison and Jonathan Safran
Foer, major works of literature have a great deal to teach us about two of
life’s most significant stages—growing up and growing old. Distinguised
scholar Arnold Weinstein’s provocative and engaging new book,
Morning, Noon, and Night, explores classic writing’s insights into
coming-of-age and surrendering to time, and considers the impact of
these revelations upon our lives. With wisdom, humor, and moving
personal observations, Weinstein leads us to look deep inside ourselves
and these great books, to see how we can use art as both mirror and
guide. He offers incisive readings of seminal novels about
childhood—Huck Finn’s empathy for the runaway slave Jim illuminates a
child’s moral education; Catherine and Heathcliff’s struggle with
obsessive passion in Wuthering Heights is hauntingly familiar to many
young lovers; Dickens’s Pip, in Great Expectations, must grapple with a
world that wishes him harm; and in Marjane Satrapi’s autobiographical
Persepolis, little Marjane faces a different kind of struggle—growing into
adolescence as her country moves through the pain of the Iranian
Revolution. In turn, great writers also ponder the lessons learned in life’s
twilight years: both King Lear and Willy Loman suffer as their patriarchal
authority collapses and death creeps up; Brecht’s Mother Courage
displays the inspiring indomitability of an aging woman who has “borne
every possible blow. . . but is still standing, still moving.” And older love
can sometimes be funny (Rip Van Winkle conveniently sleeps right
through his marriage) and sometimes tragic (as J. M. Coetzee’s David
Lurie learns the hard way, in Disgrace). Tapping into the hearts and
minds of memorable characters, from Sophocles’ Oedipus to Artie in Art
Spiegelman’s Maus, Morning, Noon, and Night makes an eloquent and
powerful case for the role of great literature as a knowing window into
our lives and times. Its intelligence, passion, and genuine appreciation
for the written word remind us just how crucial books are to the business
of being human.
Following Djuna - Carolyn Allen 1996
--Karen Helfrich, Lambda Book ReportCarolyn Allen argues for the
importance of women's fiction in understanding women's erotics-emotional and sexual exchanges between women.
Love You Madly - Michael Fleeman 2011-11-01
She posted it online: "Just to let everyone know, my mother was
murdered." But those simple words written by sixteen-year-old Rachelle
Waterman couldn't begin to describe the horror of the crime: Her
mother's body locked in a van. Doused in gasoline. Burned beyond
recognition... Alaska troopers arrested two young men—both of whom
had dated Rachelle and claimed to still love her. Investigators grilled
Rachelle until she made shocking and apparently incriminating
revelations... Was this obviously intelligent young woman really an
abused child coerced by police—or a deceptive murderess? The answer
may lie in Rachelle's Internet journal, a disturbing glimpse into a
troubled girl's mind. Did she convince her lovers to kill for her? That is
the question at the heart of this shocking true story of madness,
manipulation, and matricide.
Daddy Mommy Seduction - Jody Hooper 2020-06-12
You know you want this, so come and get it -- then come again, and
again!
Daddies Seduce - 150 Taboo Erotic Sex Stories Box Set Anthology Nellie Blackwell 2020-10-13
Each book in this Taboo Erotica Bundle features women being taken
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hard and fast by the man of the house. Irresistible hot alpha males
featuring in step menage erotica. They all love to get down and dirty.
Keywords: short sex stories, erotica short stories, free erotica books,
older man younger woman, victorian erotica, historical erotica, multiple
partners, first time erotica, virgin erotica, free eroctica, sex, erotic
domination, submission, humiliation, punishment, humiliated, punished,
bondage, spanked, spanking, vibrator, dildo, erotic breeding, bareback,
ebooks series, schoolgirl, young teen, girl, teenager, examination, lgbt,
cuckold, anal, toy, rough, sexy short erotica, xxx, taboo, wife, fuck, hot,
lesbian, toys, sister step, sexy women, milf collection, 18, dp, books,
daddy erotika, gay, erotic, butt, men, dirty, big black cock, sex, forced,
mommy, her, bisexual, romance, for, sexy, dick, menage, first time, adult,
fiction, bdsm, interracial, bisexual, milf short erotica, xxx adults, sexy
women, filthy, best taboo, mommy, virgin, smut, collection, compilation,
anthology, anal, daddy, bbw porn, bbw sex, free BBW, xxx bbw, adult
short stories free, box set, threesome, threesome erotica, threesome
bundle, threesome collection, taboo, forbidden, kinky, sexy, man of the
house, erotica, erotic stories, bundle, collection, anthology.
A Story of Her Own - Nancy Kulish 2008
A Story of Her Own reviews and evaluates existing psychoanalytic
theories about the 'female oedipal complex, ' from early theories by
Freud to contemporary writings from many theoretical frameworks.
Important aspects of the female triangular complex are examined in
detail: entry into the triangular phase; dynamics and conflicts of the
phase, such as separation from mother, sexuality, competition, and
typical defenses; guilt and superego; and the role of the female body.
Specific treatment issues related to these experiences are addressed,
including gender-related transferences and countertransferences
Family Anxious Seduced Bedtime Erotic Hot Stories Bundle Collection Katherine Hawkins 2020-09-22
"You're going to take it, just how I want to give it!!" 150 stories of mouthwatering, filthy erotica... tons of taboo encounters, loads of, well loads...
come and get your fill (these fertile women sure will be)!! Keywords:
short sex stories, erotica short stories, free erotica books, older man
younger woman, victorian erotica, historical erotica, multiple partners,
first time erotica, virgin erotica, free eroctica, sex, erotic domination,
submission, humiliation, punishment, humiliated, punished, bondage,
spanked, spanking, vibrator, dildo, erotic breeding, bareback, ebooks
series, schoolgirl, young teen, girl, teenager, examination, lgbt, cuckold,
anal, toy, rough, sexy short erotica, xxx, taboo, wife, fuck, hot, lesbian,
toys, sister step, sexy women, milf collection, 18, dp, books, daddy
erotika, gay, erotic, butt, men, dirty, big black cock, sex, forced, mommy,
her, bisexual, romance, for, sexy, dick, menage, first time, adult, fiction,
bdsm, interracial, bisexual, milf short erotica, xxx adults, sexy women,
filthy, best taboo, mommy, virgin, smut, collection, compilation,
anthology, anal, daddy, bbw porn, bbw sex, free BBW, xxx bbw, adult
short stories free, box set, threesome, threesome erotica, threesome
bundle, threesome collection, taboo, forbidden, kinky, sexy, man of the
house, erotica, erotic stories, bundle, collection, anthology.
Silently Seduced - Kenneth M. Adams 2011-09
In this revised and updated 20th anniversary edition of his
groundbreaking book, Dr. Kenneth Adams, a leading expert on covert
incest, sex addiction, and childhood trauma, offers tools for identifying
and healing from covert incestuous relationships that affect adult
relationships and lives. He explains how 'feeling close' with a parent is
not always the source of comfort the phrase suggests, especially when
that child is cheated out of a childhood by being a parent's surrogate
partner. Dr. Adams includes a new Q&A section that directly addresses
issues including: • How can this be incestuous when there is no physical
sexual contact? • Why is sexual addiction so common with covert incest
survivors? • Why is it so hard for covert incest survivors to commit to
romantic relationships? • If my partner is a covert incest survivor, how
can I help? • Can I pass covert incest on to my children? Through new
findings and expanded discussions on 'engulfment,' 'excessive guilt,'
'loyalty,' and 'narcissism,' and others, Silently Seduced offers a
framework to understand covert incest and its effect on sexuality,
intimacy, and relationships to facilitate the process of recovery.
Sex: Untold Stories - Dr. Messeret Assefa
The purpose of this book is to capture an insiders’ view on sex work in
Ethiopia’s capital, Addis Ababa. While most of the case stories focus on
female sex-workers, it also contains stories of promiscuous sex e.g. premarital multiple sexual partnerships and extra-marital affairs, university
students, civil servants, older women, and married partners.
Nonetheless, the reader will readily and pleasantly learn more about the
sex-worker’s position than is known to the average non-reader. If my
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labors induce the concerned reader to improve the appalling sex-workers
life circumstances, I trust, s/he will become a solution seeker and master
of much more gender activist than the ordinary citizen. This book is
indeed a legacy which I bequeath to everyone concerned to help sexworkers stop working out their own death.
The SAGE Handbook of Feminist Theory - Mary Evans 2014-08-12
At no point in recorded history has there been an absence of intense, and
heated, discussion about the subject of how to conduct relations between
women and men. This Handbook provides a comprehensive guide to
these omnipresent issues and debates, mapping the present and future of
thinking about feminist theory. The chapters gathered here present the
state of the art in scholarship in the field, covering: Epistemology and
marginality Literary, visual and cultural representations Sexuality Macro
and microeconomics of gender Conflict and peace. The most important
consensus in this volume is that a central organizing tenet of feminism is
its willingness to examine the ways in which gender and relations
between women and men have been (and are) organized. The authors
bring a shared commitment to the critical appraisal of gender relations,
as well as a recognition that to think ‘theoretically’ is not to detach
concerns from lived experience but to extend the possibilities of
understanding. With this focus on theory and theorizing about the world
in which we live, this Handbook asks us, across all disciplines and
situations, to abandon our taken-for-granted assumptions about the
world and interrogate both the origin and the implications of our ideas
about gender relations and feminism. It is an essential reference work
for advanced students and academics not only of feminist theory, but of
gender and sexuality across the humanities and social sciences.
Thinking the Limits of the Body - Jeffrey Jerome Cohen 2012-02-01
Shows the inseparability of textuality, materiality, and history in
discussions of the body.
Always Home: A Daughter's Recipes & Stories - Fanny Singer 2020-03-31
A cookbook and culinary memoir about growing up as the daughter of
revered chef/restaurateur Alice Waters: a story of food, family, and the
need for beauty in all aspects of life. In this extraordinarily intimate
portrait of her mother--and herself--Fanny Singer, daughter of food icon
and activist Alice Waters, chronicles a unique world of food, wine, and
travel; a world filled with colorful characters, mouth-watering traditions,
and sumptuous feasts. Across dozens of vignettes with accompanying
recipes, she shares the story of her own culinary coming of age and
reveals a side of her legendary mother that has never been seen before.
A charming, smart translation of Alice Waters's ideals and attitudes
about food for a new generation, Always Home is a loving, often funny,
unsentimental, and exquisitely written look at a life defined in so many
ways by food, as well as the bond between mother and daughter.
Telling Stories, Making Histories - Mary Wren Bivins 2007-03-30
The Complete Works of Guy de Maupassant: Novels, Short Stories, Plays,
Poems & Memoirs - Guy de Maupassant 2017-11-15
This carefully edited collection has been designed and formatted to the
highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices. Guy
de Maupassant (1850-1893) was a popular French writer, considered one
of the fathers of the modern short story and one of the form's finest
exponents. Maupassant was a protégé of Flaubert and his stories are
characterized by economy of style and efficient, effortless outcomes. He
wrote some 300 short stories, six novels, three travel books, and one
volume of verse. His first published story, "Boule de Suif" ("Ball of Fat"),
is often considered his masterpiece. Table of Contents: Introduction to
the Works of Guy de Maupassant by Leo Tolstoy Novels: A Life Bel-Ami
(The History of a Scoundrel) Mont Oriol Notre Coeur - A Woman's
Pastime Pierre and Jean Strong as Death Novellas and Short Stories:
Boul De Suif Simon's Papa Suicides On The River Lieutenant Lare's
Marriage Two Friends Father Milon A Coup D"Etat The Horrible
Madame Parisse An Adventure in Paris The Awakening Crash My
Landlady The Horla Our Letters Profitable Business A Fashionable
Woman The Donkey A Mother of Monsters A Family Affair The Mad
Woman The Bandmaster's Sister The Cripple A Cock Crowed Words of
Love Miss Harriet Mademoiselle Fifi Pierrot …and many more Plays: A
Tale of Old Times A Comedy of Marriage Musotte Poems: Des Vers
Travel Sketches: Au Soleil: African Wanderings La Vie Errante Sur L'Eau:
In Vagabondia French Original Texts: Une Vie Pierre Et Jean Mont-oriol
Notre Coeur Fort Comme La Mort Bel-ami Mademoiselle Fifi Madame
Baptiste La Rouille Marroca La Bûche La Relique Le Lit Fou? Mots
d'Amour Une Aventure Parisienne Deux Amis Nuit de Noël Le
Remplaçant Boul De Suif La Maison Tellier Le Pere Milon Le Diable La
Petite Roque Lui? Mademoiselle Pearl Le Horla Clair de Lune Des Vers
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Recollections of Guy de Maupassant by His Valet by François Tassart ...
Delmira Agustini, Sexual Seduction, and Vampiric Conquest Cathy L. Jrade 2012-07-10
"Delmira Agustini (1886-1914) has been acclaimed as one of the foremost
modernistas and the first major woman poet of twentieth-century
Spanish America. Critics and the reading public alike were immediately
taken by the originality and power of her verse, especially the
aggressively sexualized perspective never before found in texts written
by Spanish American women. Agustini sought, like the men around her,
to free herself and her writing from traditional sexual limitations. Even
more daringly, she responded to their language with her own feminized
discourse, developing an innovative way of expressing her sexual and
artistic expressions." -- Book jacket.
Prince of Stories - Hank Wagner 2008-10-28
Over the past twenty years, Neil Gaiman has developed into the premier
fantasist of his generation, achieving that rarest of
combinations—unrivaled critical respect and extraordinary commercial
success. From the landmark comic book series The Sandman to novels
such as the New York Times bestselling American Gods and Anansi Boys,
from children's literature like Coraline to screenplays for such films as
Beowulf, Gaiman work has garnered him an enthusiastic and fiercely
loyal, global following. To comic book fans, he is Zeus in the pantheon of
creative gods, having changed that industry forever. For discerning
readers, he bridges the vast gap that traditionally divides lovers of
"literary" and "genre" fiction. Gaiman is truly a pop culture phenomenon,
an artist with a magic touch whose work has won almost universal
acclaim. Now, for the first time ever, Prince of Stories chronicles the
history and impact of the complete works of Neil Gaiman in film, fiction,
music, comic books, and beyond. Containing hours of exclusive
interviews with Gaiman and conversations with his collaborators, as well
as wonderful nuggets of his work such as the beginning of an
unpublished novel, a rare comic and never-before-seen essay, this is a
treasure trove of all things Gaiman. In addition to providing in depth
information and commentary on Gaiman's myriad works, the book also
includes rare photographs, book covers, artwork, and related trivia and
minutiae, making it both an insightful introduction to his work, and a
true "must-have" for his ever growing legion of fans.
Seduced by Twilight - Natalie Wilson 2014-01-10
Stephenie Meyer’s Twilight saga has maintained a tight grip on the
contemporary cultural imagination. This timely and critical work
examines how the Twilight series offers addictively appealing messages
about love, romance, sex, beauty and body image, and how these
charged themes interact with cultural issues regarding race, class,
gender and sexuality. Through a careful analysis of the texts, the fandom
and the current socio-historical climate, this work argues that the
success of the Twilight series stems chiefly from Meyer’s negotiation of
cultural mores.
The Marked Body - Kate Lawson 2002-07-18
Discusses portrayals of domestic violence in six major works of midnineteenth-century literature.
The Complete Works: Short Stories, Novels, Plays, Poetry,
Memoirs and more - Guy de Maupassant 2017-07-31
This carefully crafted ebook: "The Complete Works: Short Stories,
Novels, Plays, Poetry, Memoirs and more" is formatted for your eReader
with a functional and detailed table of contents. Guy de Maupassant
(1850–1893) was a popular French writer, considered one of the fathers
of the modern short story and one of the form's finest exponents.
Maupassant was a protégé of Flaubert and his stories are characterized
by economy of style and efficient, effortless outcomes. He wrote some
300 short stories, six novels, three travel books, and one volume of verse.
His first published story, "Boule de Suif" ("Ball of Fat"), is often
considered his masterpiece.
Scared Selfless - Michelle Stevens, PhD 2018-03-27
“A riveting memoir that takes readers on a roller coaster ride from the
depths of hell to triumphant success.”—Dave Pelzer, author of A Child
Called “It” Michelle Stevens has a photo of the exact moment her
childhood was stolen from her: She’s only eight years old, posing for her
mother’s boyfriend, Gary Lundquist—an elementary school teacher,
neighborhood stalwart, and brutal pedophile. Later that night, Gary locks
Michelle in a cage, tortures her repeatedly, and uses her to quench his
voracious and deviant sexual whims. Little does she know that this will
become her new reality for the next six years. Michelle can also pinpoint
the moment she reconstituted the splintered pieces of her life: She’s in
cap and gown, receiving her PhD in psychology—and the university’s
award for best dissertation. The distance between these two points is the
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improbable journey from torture, loss, and mental illness to healing,
recovery, and triumph that is Michelle’s powerful memoir, Scared
Selfless. Michelle suffered from post‐traumatic stress disorder, anxiety,
and depression, and made multiple suicide attempts. She also developed
multiple personalities. There was “Chelsey,” the rebellious teenager;
“Viscous,” a tween with homicidal rage; and “Sarah,” a sweet little girl
who brought her teddy bear on a first date. In this harrowing tale,
Michelle, who was inspired to help others heal by becoming a
psychotherapist, sheds light on the all-too-real threat of child sexual
abuse, its subsequent psychological effects, and the best methods for
victims to overcome their ordeals and, ultimately, thrive. Scared Selfless
is both an examination of the extraordinary feats of the mind that are
possible in the face of horrific trauma as well as Michelle’s courageous
testament to their power.
Silence and Power - Mary Lynn Broe 1991
Seventeen essayists study this enigmatic author's works--not in the
traditional style in which they were first reviewed, but rather through a
range of contemporary interpretations that resituate Barnes in the
context of literary theory and feminist revisions of modernism. Paper
edition (unseen), $13.95. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR
So You Want to Be a Producer - Lawrence Turman 2010-03-10
Few jobs in Hollywood are as shrouded in mystery as the role of the
producer. What does it take to be a producer, how does one get started,
and what on earth does one actually do? In So You Want to Be a
Producer Lawrence Turman, the producer of more than forty films,
including The Graduate, The River Wild, Short Circuit, and American
History X, and Endowed Chair of the famed Peter Stark Producing
Program at the University of Southern California, answers these
questions and many more. Examining all the nuts and bolts of
production, such as raising money and securing permissions, finding a
story and developing a script, choosing a director, hiring actors, and
marketing your project, So You Want to Be a Producer is a must-have
resource packed with insider information and first-hand advice from top
Hollywood producers, writers, and directors, offering invaluable help for
beginners and professionals alike. Including a comprehensive case study
of Turman’s film The Graduate, this complete guide to the movie
industry’s most influential movers and shakers brims with useful tips and
contains all the information you need to take your project from idea to
the big screen.
The Seduction of Water - Carol Goodman 2003-01-01
Iris Greenfeder, ABD (All But Dissertation), feels the “buts” are taking
over her life: all but published, all but a professor, all but married. Yet
the sudden impulse to write a story about her mother, Katherine
Morrissey, leads to a shot at literary success. The piece recounts an eerie
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Irish fairy tale her mother used to tell her at bedtime—and nestled inside
it is the sad story of her death. It captures the attention of her mother’s
former literary agent, who is convinced that Katherine wrote one final
manuscript before her strange, untimely end in a fire thirty years ago. So
Iris goes back to the remote Hotel Equinox in the Catskills, the place
where she grew up, to write her mother’s biography and search for the
missing manuscript—and there she unravels a haunting mystery, one
that holds more secrets than she ever expected. . . .
There Once Lived a Girl Who Seduced Her Sister's Husband, And
He Hanged Himself: Love Stories - Ludmilla Petrushevskaya
2013-01-31
In these dark, dreamlike love stories with a twist, Ludmilla
Petrushevskaya tells of strange encounters in claustrophobic communal
apartments, ill-fated holiday romances, office trysts, schoolgirl crushes,
tentative courtships, rampant infidelity, tender devotion and terrifying
madness. By turns sly and sweet, earthy and sublime, these fables of
flawed love blend black humour and macabre spectacle with
transformative moments of grace.
Love What Matters - LoveWhatMatters 2017-05-02
In the bestselling tradition of The Five People You Meet in Heaven and
Humans of New York comes a collection of authentic, emotional, and
inspiring stories about life’s most important moments, as curated by the
editors at Love What Matters. “90% of the reads bring me to tears. I just
can't believe the love this world truly has when all we see is hate. This is
so uplifting.” —Shelsea Where do you go when you want to feel inspired?
When you want to forget about the divisiveness and the anger? For over
five million people, that place is Love What Matters, a digital platform
dedicated to finding and sharing the daily moments of kindness,
compassion, and love that so often go overlooked. This curated collection
of powerful stories features first person accounts and photographs that
perfectly capture each moment: A husband learning he’s about to be a
dad. A new mom embracing her body. A cashier inadvertently teaching a
young girl a lesson about patience. A bagel from a stranger that saved a
homeless man’s life. From long overdue adoptions to military heroes
returning home; from a fireman’s touching 9/11 tribute to what an old
dinner plate found at a bake sale can teach us all about life—these are
the moments that matter. They are genuine. Authentic. Raw. And they
are perfect in their imperfection—just like all of us. You will no doubt
experience goosebumps and tears, but this mosaic of life’s moments will
leave you with something even more profound: a reminder that, in the
end, love always wins. “This really is the best page on Facebook. It
renews your love of humanity. There are still good people. We need more
reports of acts of kindness.” —Johnny
The Truth is in Dreams Stories and Fairy Tales -
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